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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a non-empty closed convex set in a separated topological vector 
space. It is easily seen that for every x E X, the intersection 
c,= n A(x-X) 
A>0 
is a closed convex cone independent of the choice of x in X. Following Choquet 
[2], [3], C, is called the asymptotic cone of X. For every x’ E X, x + Cx is the 
union of all closed halflines beginning at x and contained in X. 
The following result has been recently obtained by Dieudonnt [4] : 
Let X, Ybe two non-empty closed convex sets in a separated topological vector 
space E. If C, fl C, = (0} and if at least one of X, Y is locally compact, then 
X - Y is closed in E. 
In the present paper, we shall study duality of linear relations by using the 
notion of asymptotic ones. Section 2 is concerned with existence theorems for 
linear relations involving closed, locally compact convex sets. Section 3 deals 
with dual extremal problems. All results in this paper are based on Dieudonne’s 
theorem stated above. They improve and sharpen some of the results obtained 
previously in ([.5], Theorems 4-7) by a different approach. 
All vector spaces considered here are implicitly assumed to be real vector 
spaces. By a convex cone in a vector space E, we shall understand a convex 
cone with its vertex at the origin 0 of E. For a topological vector space E, the 
dual space of E (i.e., the vector space of all continuous linear forms on E) is 
denoted by E’. For a set Xc E, X0 and X0’ denote the polar and bipolar of X 
VI, PI. Thus, 
X”=(f~E’:f(x)dlforallx~X}, 
Xoo = (x E E:f(x) G 1 for allfe X0}. 
* Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant GP-8394. 
f A lecture delivered at the Second Symposium on Inequalities at the USAF Academy, 
Colorado, August, 1967. 
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The transpose of a continuous linear map A is denoted by ‘A. The empty set k 
denoted by a. 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We first state the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let E, Fbe two separated, locally convex topologicalvector spaces. 
Let A : E -+ F be a continuous linear map such that the image A(E) is closed in F. 
Let K be a closed, locally compact, convex set in F such that A(E) fi K # B 
and A(E) n CK = (0). Then for any y0 E F, there exists an x E E satisfying 
if and only if 
y. - Ax E K, (1) 
g E K” and ‘Ag = 0 imply g(yo) G 1. f’?> t-i 
Remark 1. The hypothesis A(E) fl C, = (0) in the above theorem is essential. 
This can be seen from the following simple example. In the Euclidean Sspace 
R3, let K be the closed convex cone formed by all (tl,[z,t3) E R3 such that 
<I > 0, f2 > 0, El Ez > fX2. Let A: R3 --f R3 be defined by A@,, tzr &) = (0, s$~,O), 
and let J’~ = (O,O, 1). We regard R3 as its own dual space by identify& 
g = (ql,q2,q3) E R3 with the linear form g(x) = Q ,$I + ~5~ + q313 for 
x= ([1,51,[3). Then K” is the set of all (771,7?23q3) EX~ such that T; sC$ 
Q G 0 and qX2 G 4ql q2. Condition (2) is satisGed, but no .I: E E satisfies (I). 
Here Theorem 1 fails to apply, because A(R3) n CK # (0). 
Theorem 1 is a special case (i.e., the case f. = 0, o! = 0) of the following more 
general result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E, Fbe two separated, locally convex topological vector spaces. 
Let A: E --f Fbe a continuous linear map such that A(E) is closed in F. Let Kbe a 
closed, Iocally compact, convex set in F and f. E ‘,4(F’). Suppose t?Tat he 
follol4Yng conditions (3), (4) are fulj?lled: 
There is an x0 E E such that Ax, E K andfo(xo) > 0. (3) 
x E E, Ax E C, andfo(x) > 0 imply Ax = 0, (4) 
Then for any y. E F and any real number c(, there exists an x E E satisfying 
y. - Ax E K, fo(x> G a, (Sj 
ty and only if 
g E K”, p > 0 and ‘Ag - /3fo = 0 imply g(yoj - $%I =z (&j 
Proof- Denote by R, Rf, R-, respectively, the real line, the set of all non- 
negative real numbers, and the set of ail non-positive real numbers. Consider 
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the topological vector space F x R with the product topology. Let 9 denote 
the vector subspace of F x R formed by all (Ax,f,(~)) with x E E. Since 
f0 E ‘A(F’), there is a g,, E F’ such that fo = tAg,,. Thus, 9 = {(Ax,g&tx)): 
x E E) is the kernel of the continuous linear form (y, q) + r) - go(y) defined on 
A(E) x R, so 9 is closed in A(E) x R. As A(E) is closed in F, it follows that 
9 is a closed vector subspace of F x R. 
Let X = K x R’. Since Rt is a cone, it is easy to see that the asymptotic one 
Cx of X is given by CX = C, x R ‘. If x E E and (Ax,g,,(Ax)) E CX = 
C, x Rf, thenj&) = g&4x) > 0, so by hypothesis (4), we must have Ax = 0. 
Thus CX tl C, = Cz fl9 contains only the origin (0,O) of F x R. By 
Dieudonne’s result stated in Section 1, % + .9is closedin F x R. Furthermore, 
we have by (3), Wo,f,(xoN E s n 2, so X + 9 contains the origin (0,O) 
of F x R. Therefore, by the bipolar theorem ([6], p. 248), (,X + 9)O” = 
3?-+LY. 
Now the existence of an x E E satisfying (5) is equivalent to the relation 
(yo, a) E Y + 9, which is the same as (yo, a) E (,X + 9’)O”. Hence there 
exists an x E E satisfying (5), if and only if (g, -/3) E (,X f 9)O implies g(yo) - 
fia G 1. This condition is equivalent to (6). Indeed, because 9 is a vector 
subspace of F x R, we have (g, -/3) E (.X + 9’)” if and only if (g, -fi) (Ax,fo(x)) 
= 0 for all x E E and (g,-/3) E X0 = K” x’ R-. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let E, Fbe two separated locally convex topological vector spaces, 
and A : E + F a continuous linear map. Let P, Q be closed, IocaIly compact, 
convex sets in E, F, respectively, such that at least one of P, Q is a cone, and 
0 E A(P) + Q. Suppose that the following condition is jii&lled: 
x E C, and Ax E -Co imply x = 0. (7) 
Then, for any y. E F, there exists an x E E satisfying 
x EP, YO-AxEQ, (8) 
if and only if 
g E Q” and ‘Ag E P” imply g(yo) G 1. (9) 
Proof. Define the continuous linear map &: E -+ E x F by d(x) = (-X, Ax) 
for x E E. d(E) is closed in E x F, because it is the kernel of the continuous 
linear map (x, y) -+ Ax + y from E x F into F. Consider the closed, locally 
compact, convex set B = P x Q in E x F. As 0 E A(P) + Q, we have 
J&‘(E) tl B # 0. It is easy to see that the asymptotic one C9 of 9’ = P x Q 
is given by C9 = C, x Co. By hypothesis (7), (-x, Ax) E C9 = C, x Co 
implies a- = 0. Hence &f(E) fl CP contains only the origin (0,O) of E x F. By 
Theorem 1, there exists an x E E satisfying 
(0, Yo> - Jc4 E 9, (10) 
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if and only if 
(.A g) E 9’ and “dC.6 g> = 0 imply t.6 d (0, YO) G 1. (11) 
Clearly (IO) is the same as (8). Since one of P, Q is a cone, the polar 9” of g in 
(E x F)’ = E’ x P’ is given by P” = Pa x Q”. Condition (Ilj states that 
:f E PO, g E Q” and ‘Ag -f = 0 imply g(yoj G 1, so it is the same as condition 
(9) Theorem 3 is thus proved. 
Remark 2. Theorem 3 will cease to be valid if hypothesis (7) is dropped. 
This cau be seen from the example discussed in Remark 1, if the set Kconsidered 
there is taken as Q, and if R3 is taken as P. 
3. DUALEXTREMALPROBLEMS 
Using Theorem 2, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Let E, F be two separated, bdiy convex2 topological vector 
spaces. Let A : E + F be a continuous linear map such that A(E) is closed in FS 
Let K be a closed, locally compact, convex set in F, andfo E ‘A(F’) mch that 
conditions (3), (4) are fulfilled. Let y. E A(E) i K. Then: 
(a>fo(x) is boundedfrom below on the set {x E E:y, - Ax E K>, ifand on!y 
z$ there exist g E F’ and a real number ,!I satisfying 
gEK”, /3>0, tAg = pf+ (12) 
(b)I’ there exist g E F’ and a real number p satisfuing (IZ), then ~8ize 
minimum of fo(x) over the set {x E E: y. - Ax E K) is attained, and is equal’ to 
thesupremm of [g(yo) - 1]//3, when (g,p) E F’ x R varies under condition (i2) : 





ProoJ To prove the theorem, it suffices to verify the following statements 
(i) and (ii). 
(i) If no (g, /c?) EF’ x R can satisfy (12), then fO(x) is not bounded ,+om 
below on the set {x E E: y. - Ax E K}. 
Since y. E A(E) + K, we can find x1 E E such that y0 - AxI E K. Then 
g E K” and ‘Ag = 0 imply g(yo) = g(yo - Ax,) G 1. As no (g,fi) E 9;“ x R 
satisfies (12), this implication means that condition (0) is verified for every real 
number c(. By Theorem 2, for every 05 E R, there exists an x E E satisfying (5j. 
Hence~o(x) isnot bounded from below on {x E E: y. - Ax E K). This proves (ij, 
(ii> If there exists (g,j3) E F’ x R satisfying (12), then the minimum of 
fO(x) over the set (x E E: y. - Ax E K) is attained, and (13) holds. 
Let M denote the set of those real numbers c( for which (5) has a solution 
x E E. By Theorem 2, M coincides with the set of those o! E R for which 
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condition (6) is satisfied. Since y, E A(E) + K, we can choose xi E E such that 
y, - AxI E K. Then g E K” and fAg = 0 imply g(yo) = g(y, - Axi) G 1. 
Consequently, under the assumptiony, E A(E) + K, condition (6) is equivalent 
to the following one: 
imply dY0) - 1 
P * (14) 
Hence M is the set of all a E R having property (14). It follows that Min,,wa 
exists and is equal to the supremum of [g(yo) - 1]//3 when (g,p) E F’ x R 
varies under condition (12). But according to the definition of M, Min,,,ais 
precisely the minimum offo(.x) over the set {x E E:y, - Ax E K). This proves 
(ii), 
In case the convex set K is a cone, Theorem 4 has the following simpler 
formulation :
THEOREM 5. Let E, F be two separated, locally convex, topological vector 
spaces. Let A : E --f F be a continuous linear map such that A(E) is closed in F. 
Let K be a closed, locally compact, convex cone in F, and f0 E ‘A(F’> such that 
the following condition is fuljilled: 
x E E, Ax E K andfo(x) 2 0 imply Ax = 0. (15) 
Let y0 E A(E) +K. Then: 
(a)fo(x) is boundedf rom below on the set {x E E: y. - Ax E K), ifand only 
iffo E fA(K”). 
(b) If fo E ‘A(KO), then the minimum of fo(x) over the set {x E E: 
y. - Ax E K} is attained, and 
Min (J,(x) : y. - Ax E K} = Sup {g( yo) :g E K”, ‘Ag =fo>. (16) 
Proof. Since K is a cone, condition (3) is automatically satisfied, and condi- 
tion (4) is the same as (15). K” is, like K, a cone, so the existence of (g,j3) E 
J” x R satisfying (12) is equivalent o the relation f. E ‘A(KO). Let 
o = Sup (h(yo) : h E K”, tAh = fo}, 
r=sup g(y~-1:g~Ko,/3>0,tAg=~f,). 
To derive Theorem 5 from Theorem 4, it suffices to verify that if f. E ‘A(KO), 
then u = 7. 
Assume f. E fA(K”). By Theorem 4, the supremum 7 is finite. For any B > 0, 
we can find (g,p) E F’ x R satisfying (12) such that [g(yo) - 1]//3 > 7 - E. 
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Ef we take h = g//3, then Iz E K O, ‘Ah =fo and cr > h(yo) = g(yo)//3 > r - E. 
This shows that cr > 7. 
On the other hand, if h E K” and ‘Ah = fo, then for any ,13 >0, g = ,612 and 9 
will satisfy (12), so h(yo) = [g(yo)]/p =G 7+ (l//I). As j3 can be arbitrarily large, 
we must have Iz(y,) =G T for every iz E K” satisfying “Ah =foO This prows 
0 G T and therefore, G = T. 
THEOREM 6. Let E, F be two separated, locally convex, topological vectcr 
spaces, and A: E + F a continuous linear map. Let P, Q be closed, locally 
compact, convex sets in E, F, respectively, such that at least one ofthem is a cone. 
Suppose that f. E E’ satisjies the following two conditions: 
There exists an x0 E -P such that Ax, E (2 arzdfo(xo) > 0; 
x E -C’, Ax E Co andfo(x) > 0 imply x = 0. 
Let y0 E A(P) + Q~ Therz: 
(a) J&(X) is bounded from below oy1 the set (x E E: x E P, y. - Ax E Q>, 
if and only if there exist g E F’ and fi E R satisfying 
gEQ”, P>OY ‘Ag-/3& EPO= (a!?) 
(b) If there exists (g,/3) E F’ x R satisfw’ng (19), theiz the minimum of 
fo(x) over the set (x E E:x E P,y, -Ax E Q} is attained, and is equal to the 
supremum of [g(yo) - 1118, when (g,/1) E F’ x R varies under condition (19) : 
Min (fO(x):x E P,y, - Ax E Qj (20) 
= sup (p”j - l :gE QO$>O,‘Ag--/If, EP$ 
Prooli; Consider the topological product vector space E x F, and the 
continuous linear map &: E +- E x F defined by d(x) = (-X, Ax) for x E E, 
d(E) is closed in E x F, since it is the kernel of the continuous linear map 
(x,y) --f Ax + y from E x F into F. The transpose ‘&‘:I?’ x 3” + E’ of R? is 
given by ‘&(lz,g) = ‘Ag - lz for (Iz,g) E E’ x F’. Clearly, ‘&(I?” x I;‘) = E’, 
and, therefore, f. E ‘&(E’ x F’). Let 9 = P i: Q, which is a closed, Locally 
compact, convex set in E x F. Condition (17) means that there is an x0 E E 
satisfying @‘(x0) E 9 and fo(xo) > 0. Because at least one of P, Q is a cone, -we 
have C, = CP x C,. Thus condition (18) means that x E E, d(x) E Cp and 
j;(x) > 0 imply x = 0. Since y. E A(P) + Q, we have (O,yo) E &‘(I?‘) -!- 9. 
Again, because one of P, Q is a cone, we have 9’ = Pa x Q”. 
In order to derive the present heorem from Theorem 4, it suffices to make 
the following observation. First, the relation (O,y,) - d(x) E 9 is equivalent 
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to x E P and y. - Ax E Q. Secondly, the existence of (h,g) E E’ x F’ and 
t9 E R satisfying 
(h,g) E go, p > 0 and ‘&(lz,g) = pfo, (21) 
is equivalent to the existence of (g,/3) E F’ x R satisfying (19). Finally, 
the supremum on the right side of (20) is precisely the supremum of 
[(h,g)(O, yo) - 1]//3, when (h,g) E E’ x F’ and /3 E R vary under condition (21). 
Ifboth P, Q are cones, then Theorem 6 has the following simpler formulation. 
THEOREM 7. Let E, F be two separated, locally convex, topological vector 
spaces, and A: E --f F a continuous linear map. Let P, Q be closed, locally 
compact, convex cones in E, F, respectively. Letfo E E’ be such that thefollowing 
condition is fuljilled: 
x E -P, Ax E Q andfo(x) 2 0 inzply x = 0. 
Let y. E A(P) + Q. Then: 
(22) 
(a) fo(x) is boundedfiom below on the set, {x E E: x E P, y. - Ax E Q}, if 
and only if there exists g E F’ satisfying 
g E Q”> fAg -f. E PO. (23) 
(b) If there exists a g E F’ satisfying (23), then the minimum of fo(x) over 
the set (x E E: x E P, y, - Ax E Q} is attained, and is equal to the supremum of 
g( yo), when g varies under condition (23) : 
Min ( fo(x) :x E P, y, - Ax E Q] 
= SUP {g(uo) :g E Q”, ‘Ag -fo E PO>. (24) 
Proof. Since P, Q are closed convex cones, condition (17) is automatically 
verified, while condition (18) is the same as (22). Because PO, Q” are also cones, 
the existence of (g,fl) E F’ x R satisfying (19) is equivalent o the existence of 
g E F’ satisfying (23). Let 
u = Sup {h( yo) : h E Q”, fAh -f. E PO}, 
:gE Q”,/3>0,fAg-/3fo EPO . 
To derive Theorem 7 from Theorem 6, it suffices to verify that, if there exists 
g E F’ satisfying (23), then cr = T. This is verified by an argument similar to 
that in the proof of Theorem 5. 
Remark 3. In the Euclidean 3-space R3, let P be the closed convex cone 
formed by all (El, &, C3) E R3 satisfying El > 0, & > 0 and 4i& > &2. Let 
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Q = -P. Consider the linear map A: R3 -+ R3 define by A@,, g-2, [3) = 
(0, Es, El)‘ We regard R3 as its own dual space by identifyingg = (711,712,773) E R  
with the linear form g(x) = rll .$1 + v2& + qj t3 for x = (El, t2, t3). Then P0 
is the set of ali (~~,q~,r/~) E R3 such that yjI < 0, 21~ <0 and Q* < 4q1i;z= 
We have Q0 =-PO and ‘A(~l,~2,~3) = (~3~O,r2). Let y. = (O:-1,O) and 
f. = (O,O, I), i.e., the linear form &((I, 42, f3) = t3. Then x = (fI, El5 t3) 
satisfies x E P and y. - Ax E Q, if and only if f1 = [? = i3 and t2 2 0. Fox 
every such x, we have fo(xj = 0. g = (q1,q2,q3j satisfies (23j, if and only if 
q2 = I, q3 < 0 and 732 < 477,. For every such g, we have g(y,j = -1. Thus, 
equality (24) is not verified. Here, Theorem 7 fails to apply, because condition 
(22) is not fulfilled. 
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